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Chapter 23. Avoid Supplying Reasons and Justifications. When writing for print, the sole and even
primary consideration in the use of language is to please the ear and eye. You must not be
influenced by any intellectual considerations; if the language is clumsy and the idea is not

expressed, if there are too many unnecessary words, if the language is difficult to understand, the
idea will not be expressed, and will remain as an abstract idea. When writing for the printed page, it
does not suffice to be merely right. It is all-important to be at least Interesting. -William Strunk, Jr.
Consider this: . "Hannibal": Genre, humor, and commentary in the Masterpiece TV series Hannibal
(2012) is a horror thriller series in three seasons by Robert Harris. The series is adapted by Bryan

Fuller from Thomas Harris' book series of the same name, which featured the anti-hero and cannibal
Hannibal Lecter. The series uses conventional thriller techniques (such as "red herring" and pattern

recognition) with cutting edge technologies (such as neuroscience) to create a unique world and
style that was inspired by the works of Antonin Artaud and Stanley Kubrick. Despite the horror

elements (which the series embraces with enthusiasm), it is characterised by a moving, entertaining,
and at times even humorous style. Harris' characterization of Hannibal is unique in the literature of
the genre and in general fiction. The series is written and directed by Harris and Fuller, who also co-

wrote the novel that the series is based on. In addition to being based on Harris' novel series, the
movie is an adaptation of Harris' novel Red Dragon and the television series is an adaptation of

Harris' novel, Hannibal (
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